
HAND UP 

 

Rules 

 

Introduction 

 

Hand's Up is a wild and fast hand-twisting game for 2-8 players ages 6 

and up. A card is turned over and as quickly as possible, all players 

imitate the hand position depicted on it. The slowest player loses. 

Contains 60 square cards with 4 hand illustrations on each. 

 

 

Content 

 

60 cards with hand combination! 

 

 

The Set Up 

 

All you need to do, is place all players in such way, that all have equal 

chance to see and to form combination needed! Place the cards into the 

center of the playing area! 

 

The Game 

 

The game is played for not getting the cards! The one with the slowest 

hands will get the card! Players decide the starting player, after that 

the starting player turns over the top most card from the card pile and 

all players including the one who turned it over, will try to make the 

combination needed! 

Every player should be fast and to think, because if you do it wrong you 

automatically get the card! And no rearranging is allowed! So that means 

that if you did something with your hands then correcting it is not 

allowed! 

Is there are more than one people with slowest hands or with wish to 

correct himself/herself then the loser round is made. Same as regular 

round, but only the slowest ones will take part. Slowest there, will get 

the card! 

 

IMPOSSIBLE HAND COMBINATION 

 

You will see some combination, that cannot be made with your hands! Then 

what you need to do, is touch your shoulders! And again, the slowest one 

to do so, will get the card! It is not allowed to try to do it, because 

then you lose, no wrong hand movement! 

There are a little twist with touching your shoulders! The impossible 

combination can be parallel or cross handed. If the card have parallel 

then you need to touch your shoulders with crossed arms and vice versa! 

End of every round, the person who got the card, will turn over the next 

one! 

 

 

 

Winning The Game! 

 

Game ends after all the cards have been played out and the player with 

the least amount of cards, is the winner! 


